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METHODOLOGY
ReRez surveyed 500 organizations
across 4 countries

Symantec commissioned ReRez Research to
conduct the 2012 Information Retention and
eDiscovery Survey in September and October of
2012. They contacted senior IT executives at 500
organizations in four countries. Respondents came
from companies with more than 500 employees.

North America (2 countries)
United States
200
Canada
100
EMEA (2 countries)
United Kingdom
Germany

100
100
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INTRODUCTION

Electronic information is more valuable – and more harmful – than ever to
organizations. When managing the ever-growing volumes of electronically stored
information (ESI) and data that businesses create each year, having an information
retention plan and implementing it is necessary for organizations to reduce risk, save
on resources and protect against compromised legal positions.
Despite the importance of information, many companies fall short when it comes to
effectively managing electronically stored information and how they prepare for the
eventuality of an eDiscovery request.
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NUMBER OF COMPANIES
WITH NO RETENTION POLICY CUT IN HALF

What is the status of your formal information
retention plan (if any)?
Don’t have one and no
plans to create one
We are in the discussion/
planning phase
We are currently putting
our plan into operation

We have a plan in place

2012

2011

7%
14%
33%
30%
26%
24%
34%
32%
10%

20%

30%

It’s been said that if you fail to plan you plan to fail. The percentage of organizations
that reported they didn’t have a formal information retention plan in 2012 improved
by 50 percent from 2011. Fourteen percent reported they didn’t have an information
retention plan in 2011; this dropped by half to 7 percent in 2012.
However, even with this improvement, organizations still are struggling to implement
their information retention plans. While nearly two-thirds (60 percent) of organizations
say they have a formal retention plan only one-third (34 percent) of organizations
report their plan is fully operational. The result is that 26 percent of organizations are
either at various stages of implementing their plans or have delayed implementing
their plan for some reason.
The perceived cost of implementing their plans is reported to be the most common
reason why organizations are lagging in plan implementation. Alarmingly, 35 percent
of organizations who don’t have a plan in place report they don’t see a need for having
a plan.
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ESI REQUESTS FAIL

A THIRD OF THE TIME, WITH CONSEQUENCES

We also found that organizations are largely unprepared to deal with requests
for electronically stored information for legal, compliance or regulatory reasons.
44 percent of respondents don’t rate their preparedness as somewhat/extremely
confident, taking an average of 10 days to give lawyers information they need to
conduct an Early Case Assessment (ECA).
Organizations report that they received requests for electronically stored information
an average of 17 times in 2012, yet requests to produce the information required
failed 31 percent of the time. This is up significantly from the 20 percent of failures
reported in 2011. And, each time a failure occurs, the organization is at risk. Fortythree percent reported the ability to make decisions in a timely fashion as the biggest
consequence of these failures. Other consequences reported include damage to
reputation, compromised legal position, fines, court sanctions and raised profile as a
litigation target.

In those cases where you were either late, partially
or completely unsuccessful, which of the following
consequences did you experience as a result?
40%

25%

10%

24%

32%

34%

35%

39%

43%

Sanctions
by courts

Raised our
profile as a
potential
litigation
target

Fines

Compromised
legal position

Damage to
Enterprise
reputation
or embarrassment

Hampered
our ability
to make
decisions in a
timely fashion
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NO IMPROVEMENT IN GAP
BETWEEN RETENTION BELIEFS & PRACTICES

What negative consequences have resulted from
preserving more electronically stored information
(ESI) than necessary?
Compromised position in
potential or actual litigation

27%

Unintentionally made
information available for
potential future litigation

28%

Increased risk that
sensitive information
may be disclosed

44%

Increased time spent
to collect, analyze
and review ESI

47%

Increased costs associated with collection,
analysis and review

54%
10%

30%

50 %

In 2011, we found a substantial gap between beliefs and practices in retention policies:
Although organizations believe some data should be deleted, it is often kept indefinitely.
This gap between beliefs and practices hasn’t changed much year over year. In 2012,
81 percent of respondents believe that a proper information retention plan allows
organizations to delete information on an ongoing basis. However, 42 percent of backups
are indefinitely retained by organizations. This is virtually unchanged from the 2011
results where 79 percent believed that organizations should delete information regularly,
and 40 percent of backups were retained indefinitely by organizations.
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When data is kept indefinitely, it not only adds to storage
costs, but causes confusion into how the organization’s
information retention plan should be followed. The study
found information that is deleted by organizations is
often deleted without considering established retention
policies.
The most reported negative consequences resulting
from preserving more electronically stored information
than necessary include:
•
•
•
•
•

Increased costs associated with collection,
analysis and review (54 percent)
Increased time spent to collect, analyze and
review ESI (47 percent)
Increased risk that sensitive information may be
disclosed (44 percent)
Compromised position in potential or actual
litigation (27 percent)
Unintentionally made information available for
potential future litigation (28 percent)
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MAJORITY IMPACTED
BY DATA PRIVACY LAWS & REGULATIONS

Almost as fast as information is being created new laws, regulations and compliance
standards are being created that have significant impact on archiving and eDiscovery
initiatives. More than half or organizations (53 percent) report that laws and/or
regulations impact their archiving and eDiscovery initiatives.
The main reasons respondents report collecting electronically stored information
include: Litigation (60 percent); internal investigations (59 percent); internal
compliance initiatives (58 percent); compliance with international regulations and laws
(57 percent); compliance with local regulations and laws (55 percent); governmental
inquiries or investigations (52 percent); and public information requests (46 percent).

In which of the following use cases do you need to
collect, process, analyze, review and produce electronically stored information (ESI)?
Other non-legal use cases

1%

Public information
requests

46%

Governmental inquiries or
investigations

52%

Compliance with local
regulations and laws

55%

Compliance with international regulations and laws

57%

Internal compliance
initiatives

58%

Internal investigations

59%

Litigation

60%
10%

35%

60 %
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INEFFICIENT BACKUPS
STILL USED FOR ARCHIVING & LEGAL HOLDS

We also found that organizations are keeping information longer than is needed, and
keeping the data within backups rather than archives for legal holds. More than half
of organizations keep that data indefinitely: 56 percent of organizations reported that
their backup storage is used for infinite retention that is dedicated to legal hold. This
has grown from 43 percent in 2011 and continues to get worse. Further, 85 percent of
organizations routinely perform legal holds in their backups, which are not designed to
be accessed in the same way as an archive.
Thirty-eight percent of data that organizations backup is not needed or shouldn’t
be kept in backup. In fact, respondents say that a third of backup data (34 percent)
shouldn’t be kept and is unnecessary due to litigation risk.

15% NO

Are you routinely
performing legal
holds in your backup
environment??

85% YES
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Fortunately, organizations can address these challenges by taking steps to
implement best practices for information retention. Symantec suggests the
following as part of a well-researched information retention plan:

1. Adopt a defensible deletion mindset
2. Err on the side of fewer retention policies
3. Automate privacy, retention and compliance policies
4. Implement an override solution
5. Don’t use backups for long term retention
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Adopt a defensible deletion mindset: When organizations adopt a defensible
deletion mindset they can delete information with confidence according to their
information retention policies.
Err on the side of fewer, rather than many, retention policies: This will
improve the odds of successful information governance. Start with deleting obvious
unnecessary files, then set minimum retention periods for compliance. Additional
policies can be added later, if necessary.
Automate privacy, retention and compliance policies to reduce risk: Allowing
your policies to automatically work as they are designed not only reduces the risk of
inconsistencies in policy implementation, but reduces the risk of unintentional access
or distribution of information.
Implement a solution in which legal holds can override expiry policies: Consider
a unified eDiscovery solution where legal holds can be easily implemented to override
expiry policies to avoid spoliation and sanctions.
Don’t use backups for long term retention: Backups are for recovery, archiving
is for discovery. Deploy an archiving solution to quickly and easily respond to search
requests for electronically stored information.
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